Things to consider when flooring

your place

It’s our sales guys job to help you find the right solution but if you’ve thought about what you need it will make
things easier and faster.
It all depends on your plans. First
1 NEED
step is to establish how long you need

4

UNDERLAY You don’t want to get
a great floor and then skimp on the
underlay. Good underlay insulates your
floor and provides a good moisture
barrier, so make sure to allow for it in
your budget.

5

EXPERT ADVICE Come and talk to us
in‑store (or we can come to you). Our
staff know floors and can save you time
and stress by sorting through all of the
options and helping you to decide on a
floor that suits your needs, budget and
lifestyle.

your flooring to last. Are you planning on
a short or long term investment?
Balance the look you like
2 LIFESTYLE
with the practicality you need. A lighter
carpet may not be suited to a busy
family but could work well in a quieter
adult home.
Choosing the cheapest
3 BUDGET
carpet doesn’t necessarily save you
money in the long term, so invest
accordingly to make sure it will last the
distance you need it to.

Flooring measurements explained
FLOORING MEASUREMENTS - M2
Carpet, timber, laminate, tiles and vinyl
are all supplied in different box sizes, roll
widths and roll lengths, which makes it
hard to compare price. In order to give
you a true comparison between the
different flooring solutions we convert
and indicate the square metre price for
all flooring products.

CARPET MEASUREMENTS
Carpet is produced in rolls which are
generally 3.66 or 4m wide and can only
be purchased by linear/broadloom
metre. A linear metre is 1m of the
carpet roll width. We convert and
indicate the square metre price so a
true comparison with other flooring
solutions can be made.

1m

1m

1m

3.66 or 4 metres
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